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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

As the conclusion of this thesis, the writer would like to pres

ents th,c. summary of what has been discussed and some suggestions 

concerning the study under report. 

B 1 Summary 

Considering the errors in u:::dng Pasc:dve Voice made by the stud

ent.C" dndng the Hri t.er 's teaching practice at SMU Dapena II Surabaya 

:o;nd the fact that the Passive Voice constructions were important to 

mRster, he dPr:ided to conduet this study to find whRt types of errors 

whirch Here mostly made by the students under study. 

To obtain the data, the writer administered a test in the Passive 

Voice to the second year students of SMUK St. Stanislaus Surabaya. 

Based on the results of the test, he classified the types and causes 

of errore; and then put them in a rank order. 

From the findings of the present study, it is seen that errors of 

auxiliary are the type of errors which is most frequently rniscon

st.ructec\ (36 ~{) with the m.isuse of auxiliary (78 %) as the biggest 

<::ause, errors of word order are the second most (30 %) with the 

mi."[•lacPment of Passive e]eJIJents (59 %) as the biggest cause, errors 

nf past. participle verb form are the third most (26 %) with the use 

of infinitive verb instead of past participle verb (38 %) as the 

biggest cause, followed by errors ·)f pronoun (5 %) with the use of 

ob.}ective personal pronoun as subjective personal pronoun (87 %) as 



the biggest c-ause, '"ncl errors of preposition are the least frequently 

mic::con>::tructecl (3 ~0 with the omission of the importcmt Pl'eposition 

r 40 ~{) as the biggest cause. These findings show that the most diffi

cult element of Passive Voice pattern lies in the auxiliary since it 

has the highest percentage of occurrence (36 %). 

From these types of errors and their causes, the writer found 

that errors of auxiliary were the result of the learner>::' ;,trategy of 

L? learning and inter-lingual transfer of training; errors of word 

order were the res\1] t of the 1 earnPrs' intra lingual transfer, trans-

fpr r>f +.n,ini'-1g". c:tra+.("g:' ,-,f 12 ]PRTning, aTJd strat8gy of L2 communi-

,~«+.inn: errors of past pal"t.ici.ple verb form were the result of the 

1esrners' nvergenera] i.zation, language transfer, and strategy of 12 

1 earn in(:.: errors of pronmm were the result of the learners' overgen

P1·81 i~ation, language transfer, and strategy of L2 l8arning; errors 

of preposition were the result of the learners' strategy of L2 learn

ing and strategy of L2 oommunica.tion. 

6. 2 Suggestions 

There are many factors that influence the students: in mastering 

Englis:h. These factors may affect the result of their learning that 

the writer f>?els necessary to conduct a study on this partic,ular 

topic:. Eventhough he knows that his concerns may only be a small part 

nf the teaching improvement, he still wants to give his suggestions : 

1. The teacher has to give the students more exercises on the Passive 

Voice construction or more homeworks if the time is so limited. 

This is done to help them to be familiar to use to be as the main 
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element of Passive Voice construction. 

2. 'T'he teacher should remind the students about the active voice in 

the various tenses and then give them more exercises. He should 

give a clear discussion about the different pattern of each tense 

in 0rder to avoid the miscellaneous errors in Passive construc

tion. 

3. 'l'he teacher should give a test on past participle verb forms to 

the students before their Passive Voice test. It may help them to 

memorize and to be aware of the correct past par·ticiple verbs. 

4. In order to avoid their mistakes, the teacher should remind the 

students to be careful with the usage of adverb and prepositional 

phrase in the active - passive t.nmsformat.ion. Exercises or home

works may be held to help them. 

5. While explaining the active - passive tram:~formation, the teacher 

must also remind the students on the change of pronouns. The 

diff.c,rent form of pronouns according to their functions are neees

sary to explain. 

6. The teacher has to emphasize his teaching on the subj ec't verb 

agreement :in Passive construction. It is important to make the 

students aware of the auxiliary forms used in the passive sen-

tence. 

7 It may be helpful for- students if the teacher gives them various 

forms nf phrasal verbs for it may enrich their vocabularies. 

Rea] j z"in.~ that this study is no guarantee of perfec:tion, the 

wri t.er suggests: that. further study ::.n English Passive Voice needs to 

he c.·onducted. The o:~tucly may use more time, more samples from differ-
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ent school;;; and ;c;ophistieated research techniques to determine the 

P]ement of Pasf:ive Voice pattern which are most fr-eguent:!_y miscon

~;trncted and to determine the causes of errors which are mostly made 

by the SMll students. 
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